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ABSTRACT
The importance of usability considerations in software development
is well recognised. However, typically usability is not considered as
an explicit goal in the development of scientific software, which is
often done by developers with domain-specific knowledge but little
formal software development training. In interactive software devel-
oped for international collaborations such as the Square Kilometre
Array, usability is increasingly important. A possible solution is
persistent collaboration between software developers and domain
experts to design effective user interfaces. Here we carry out a
User Centred participatory design approach to designing an astron-
omy visualisation interface. The methodology is iterative: in each
iteration, a prototype interface was designed and then evaluated
by users. Frequent consultation with domain experts produced an
innovative design for an astronomy visualisation interface with
improved usability.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in inter-
action design; • Applied computing → Astronomy;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern scientific research is heavily dependent on software tools,
tools which are often developed by scientific domain experts with
little formal training in software engineering [2, 19, 21, 29]. As a
result, many of these tools have poor usability: they are difficult
to use, or involve complex workflows patched together from avail-
able software [19, 21]. Usability, encompassing utility, efficiency,
effectiveness, learnability and memorability, is a key quality at-
tribute of successful software systems [32]. However, where end
users are fellow scientists working in the same field, domain ex-
perts who develop software often omit usability evaluation and
user documentation entirely [17].

A User Centred Design (UCD) process, which focuses on the
goals and needs of the system end-users, has been demonstrated to
improve the usability of scientific software and can lead to an in-
crease in the number users [20, 21]. For example, the Omero/Usable
Image Project [21] used a team of usability experts and software
engineers to build software for visualizing, managing, analysing,
and annotating microscope images and metadata. Their participa-
tory software development process, involving collaborative design
workshops and iterative user evaluation, exposed many usability
flaws: from a labelling problem in the search interface to a substan-
tial hierarchy issue. Further, a project for the Hospital Italiano de
Buenos Aires in Argentina redesigned the drug-drug interaction
alert interface for an electronic health record system using UCD
and participatory design techniques, producing a more effective and
efficient interface [20]. However, despite the clear advantages, UCD
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methods have not yet been broadly applied in scientific software
development.

The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project is an international
venture involving 17 countries to build a radio telescope with an
effective one million square meters of collection area [12]. This
instrument will be physically located primarily in South Africa
and Australia. The SKA will require a wide range of software tools
able to handle the large data sizes and to be used by a very broad
range of users world wide. In particular, there is a necessity for
new visualization tools [25]. Visualization sofware is integral to
research in radio astronomy as it enables exploration and analysis
of the spectral data cubes produced by radio telescopes [11, 13]. A
radio data cube is a 3D data structure that stores information about
a specific volume of the universe obtained from a radio telescope.
These cubes typically consist of a series of spatial images (Right
Ascension versus Declination) stacked along a frequency axis to
form a 3D voxel volume. Such spectral line cubes currently can be
several gigabytes in size and the SKA is expected to produce data
files up to a petabyte in size [14].

There are a number of tools available that allow astronomers to
explore and analyse data cubes, including Karma [10], Visivo [3]
and Gypsy [28]. These tools share fundamental features necessary
for astronomers: exploring the data cubes visually by stepping
through the cube ’slice-by-slice’ (along the frequency axis channel
by channel), zooming into and panning over a slice and the ability
to obtain specific information on points in the data cube, such as
coordinates and flux values. Some tools allow for 3D visualization of
the entire data cube, enabling the user to visualize specific volumes
in the data and rotate and zoom into certain areas of the data cube.
3D visualization is increasingly seen as a very desirable feature for
cube visualization [25].

However, to date there has been little focus on optimising the
software user interfaces of these tools. As a result, currently extant
visualization tools, while showing good utility, have poor usability
- they are not reportedly particularly efficient, effective or learn-
able. Indeed, the poor usability of much visualisation software for
astronomy is well recognised: the Virtual Astronomy Observatory
Science Council has emphasised the need for improved usability
in software, especially in user interfaces [8]. It is also acknowl-
edged that good usability is necessary for broad adoption of newly
developed software by the astronomy community[6, 14].

In this work, we use UCD methods to design a new user in-
terface for astronomy visualisation software with good usability,
while accommodating the functionality of a typical radio astronomy
visualisation tool such as Karma [10]. Our design methodology em-
ploys both adherence to industry-recommended design guidelines
for interfaces [24] and a UCD participatory design process, with
requirements gathering followed by three prototype design-and-
evaluation iterations, with prototype increasing in fidelity with
each iteration. We follow a participatory design process; our team
includes two expert users as active participants in the process of
requirements gathering, design and evaluation. Our final product
is an interactive horizontal prototype of the interface that provides
a broad view of the functionality, focusing on user interaction.

1.1 Contribution
This work describes the effective application of a participatory UCD
methodology to improve the usability of a scientific software inter-
face. We demonstrate the application of a range of usability evalu-
ation methods in three successive design iterations of increasing
fidelity. This process revealed specifications for functionality not
currently supported in visualisation software for astronomy. The
final artefact is a horizontal prototype, representing an improved
design for the user interface to a generalised a radio astronomy
visualisation software tool.

2 METHODOLOGY
We adapted the continuous user testing model as described in the
Omero Project [21] for this work. Usability evaluation is best done
continuously through interaction with end-users from the start to
the end of a software project [7]. Our process began with a require-
ments gathering meeting with the expert users to determine the
usability problems with current astronomy visualisation software
and the needs of a typical astronomer when using a visualisation
tool. We then developed a design for a new interface to an astron-
omy visualisation tool through three cycles of prototype design and
expert user evaluation, with an emphasis on qualitative evaluation
appropriate at the design stage. As the iterations progressed, the fi-
delity of the design prototypes increased, from a paper prototype to
an interactive horizontal prototype. The two expert end users were
identified to guide this project and, due to their deep involvement
in the work, they are co-authors on this paper.

2.1 Design Principles
Adherence to lists of basic design principles is increasingly recom-
mended for the development of scientific software [19]. However,
for astronomy visualisation tools it is ironic that software designed
for visualising data is often lacking in adherence to basic visualisa-
tion principles. These principles include mantras such as overview
first, zoom, filter, details on demand [30]. To guide each design phase,
we followed the Neilsen’s ten usability heuristics for user inter-
face design, as summarised in Table 1[24]. Adherence to simple
principles such as providing feedback for user actions has been
demonstrated to greatly improve software usability. For example,
the heuristics tabled by Nielsen are seemingly obvious but have
been shown to collectively account for up to 95% of usability prob-
lems during evaluations of a system [24]. Simply enabling users
to point and click rather than needing to type or remember infor-
mation was found to remove 22% of all serious usability problems
assessed.

2.2 Requirements Gathering
The goal of the requirements gathering phase was to identify the
chief concerns and needs of a typical user of astronomy visualisation
software. In order to gain a contextual understanding of how a
visualization tool is used, requirements gathering was done in the
expert users’ standard work environment (a shared office setting)
while the experts used the KARMA [10] standalone visualisation
tool to explore a data cube. During the requirements gathering, a
set of typical user tasks using were identified, while notes on the
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Principle Description
System Status The system should always keep users informed about what is going on, through

appropriate feedback within reasonable time.
Match between system and the real world The system should speak the users’ language, with words, phrases and concepts

familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented terms.
User control and freedom Support undo and redo functions.
Consistency and standards Actions must be consistent both within the system and with platform conven-

tions.
Error prevention Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check for them and present users

with a confirmation option before they commit to the action.
Recognition rather than recall Minimize the user’s memory load by making objects, actions, and options

visible.
Flexibility and efficiency of use Users should be able to tailor frequent actions.
Aesthetic and minimalist design Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely needed.

Error messages Error messages should be expressed in plain language, precisely indicate the
problem, and constructively suggest a solution.

Help Provide help and documentation.
Table 1: Neilsen’s ten usability heuristics for user interface design [24].

usability of the software were taken along with user comments and
suggestions.

2.3 Design Iterations
2.3.1 Iteration 1. In order to facilitate and encourage user criti-

cism, in this first stage we produced two alternative paper prototype
designs of a new astronomy visualization interface for the users to
compare. Paper prototyping is advantageous as it allows for rapid
production of multiple designs that are flexible and disposable. Pa-
per prototyping also encourages the end users and designers to see
the design as temporary and thus easy to change in terms of the
functional aspects and task flow, instead of resisting changes [26].
It also avoids users comments on design aspects irrelevant to the
early design stages, such as font or colour, and instead aims their
focus on work flow and general layout.

The prototypes were evaluated via a Cognitive Walkthrough
method [23]. Cognitive walkthroughs set up a task scenario for a
user, who then talks through all the actions necessary to complete
the task. The goal is to determine the difference between user ex-
pectations (and current level of understanding) and the reality of
the interface through exploration. Cognitive walkthroughs with
domain experts has been found to be effective for the identifica-
tion of critical usability problems [9]. Our Cognitive Walkthrough
evaluation session took place in a controlled office environment
with the two expert users. The prototypes were described to the
users in terms of tasks and features. The expert users then ver-
bally reviewed and compared the two paper prototypes; comments
and suggestions were recorded and occasionally drawn onto the
prototypes or additional paper. This free-format interview allowed
further brainstorming on design options to take place at this stage.

2.3.2 Iteration 2. The User Experience prototyping software
Indigo Studio (by Infragistics) [15] was used during the second
iteration for the higher fidelity prototype necessary to convey the
complex workings of the interface. This software tool allowed for
fast prototyping of a functional interface and recording user testing

metrics such as correct and incorrect clicks, as well as adding user
comments.

Evaluations of this phase involved a task-based online user test,
conducted using the website IndigoDesigned, which is affiliated
with Indigo Studio. Three users were selected for this task; the
two expert users involved in the participatory design process and
a third selected through convenience sampling. During the test,
users completed a set of tasks on the prototype, while all their
movements, clicks and interactions were recorded. Users could also
add comments to suggest improvements. This user test aimed to
test whether or not the design was intuitive: test feedback indicated
whether users clicked on the correct buttons or looked in the correct
places to achieve a task.

2.3.3 Iteration 3. The third iteration of the prototype was also
designed with Indigo Studio as an interactive horizontal prototype
[27]. Horizontal prototypes demonstrate high level functionality
across the prototype while avoiding lower level (in-depth) details
[27].

Evaluation was conducted with the same three users as in Itera-
tion 2. Three methods of evaluation were used for this final stage:
a task-based user test, a System Usability Scale survey [5] and a
final semi-structured interview. User Testing is an empirical test
of the software. The tests take place either under real-world or
controlled settings, with the test possibly being recorded on video
or using computer logs. Users have to complete a set of tasks using
the software with little assistance from the test conductors, after
they have received the appropriate level of training for using the
system. Jeffries et al.[23] found that user testing often finds the
most critical problems in the software. The task-based user test
aimed to evaluate whether the prototype fulfils user needs in terms
of functionality, and also tested the overall usability of the proto-
type. It was conducted in office spaces with minimal interference.
Users attempted to complete the tasks in the order assigned to them.
These tasks ranged from simple interactions to those requiring mul-
tiple steps. The users were encouraged to Think Out Loud and were
recorded talking through the process of completing the tasks [18].
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A Think Out Loud evaluation requires the user to perform tasks
using the prototype while talking the evaluators through these
tasks; observations are recorded [18]. This method tests whether
the prototype is fulfilling user needs in terms of tasks, as well as
the flow and usability of the prototype.

The ten question System Usability Scale (SUS) Survey asks par-
ticipants to rank aspects of the software on a scale from one to
five and provides a simple method for calculating a quantitative
score representing the user’s impression of the overall usability of
the system [5]. The SUS Survey is a robust and reliable measure of
the usability of a system [4]: a SUS score of 75% indicates "good"
usability and scores over 90% indicate truly superior products [1].

Finally, in the semi-structured interview, users commented in a
conversational setting on their overall experience with the proto-
type in relation to the current software available.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Requirements Gathering
The requirements gathering stage produced the following model
of an average astronomer working in radio astronomy interact-
ing with visualisation software to examine radio data cubes. A
researcher will use a visualisation tool regularly (once a day) to
frequently (10-20 times a day) to view and explore different 3D
data cubes. She will explore and analyse radio data cubes typically
in 2D slice views across one of the three different axes: x,y, and z
- typically Right Ascension, Declination, Frequency. A view of a
cube will display annotations such as coordinate information and
axes, which may be turned off. The researcher may view slices
sequentially or else traverse a slice to focus on specific points of
interest. In addition to this, the researcher may examine various
overall statistical measures of the data, such as a histogram of pixel
values integrated over a specific sub-volume.

The stand-alone visualization tools for astronomy currently avail-
able include KARMA [10], SAOImage DS9 [16] and VisIVO [3].
Other viewers are embedded in reduction and analysis packages,
such as GIPSY [28, 31] and CASA [22]. Most of these software
packages focus on a window interface for 2D visualization of slices
of the 3D data cube; in some cases limited 3-D rendering is also
present.

Many of the visualization tools reportedly have low usability
[8], as user interfaces and interaction have not been the focus
of development efforts. Interfaces typically have simplistic GUIs
which require multiple fields and buttons to be addressed in order to
complete a task. For example, Groningen Image Processing System
(GIPSY) was first developed in 1992 to visualise astronomy data[31]
and has been extended to 3D visualization [28]. Because of its long
history, GIPSY is a powerful tool with a broad range of functions.
However, the user interface is in need of improvement: it is highly
technical and visually overwhelming, making it difficult for non-
expert users to use, a fact acknowledged by the developers [28].
Another example is the module KARMA toolkit [10] which has
many widgets to perform different functions. This greatly extends
the usefulness of the toolkit and library. However, having several
open window control panels adds to the cognitive complexity of
tasks and lowers the usability of the system.

The Karma tool was chosen as the focus of analysis of existing
tools, as it is frequently used by our expert users and represen-
tative of visualization tools overall. Our expert users expressed
satisfaction with the functionality of Karma, but not its usability.
They identified numerous shortfalls in terms of established usability
principles.

For example, Karma shows a poor match between system and
the real world: the interface is highly technical . When considering
the principle of flexibility and efficiency of use, user preferences
(colour maps, scaling, axes) in Karma must be respecified every
time the program is booted, as these adjustments are not saved.
Multiple windows must be opened and steps performed before basic
tasks can be accomplished Further, in terms of error prevention, in
Karma closing one of these sub-windows exits the entire session,
which can be very frustrating for the user. In terms of aesthetic and
minimalist design, sub-menus in Karma are displayed as separate
windows and this tends to clutter the workspace.

After discussing current problems, experts brainstormed ideal
features for a visualisation interface with an overall improvement
in interface usability.

Suggestions of the expert users can be broadly categorised into
improved navigation through the data and improved customisation
of the interface to suit a researcher’s specific needs. In addition, we
also identified desirable innovative functions that are not currently
supported by existing software tools. The users reported that these
functions would be useful as embedded features in visualisation
software, as scientists frequently compute these queries manually
(using, for example, hand-written notes).

Suggestions for navigation included viewing two radio cubes
simultaneously for comparison; easy access to playing through
2D slices of the data, annotations of specific points in the data,
colour scales to represent quantitative meaning and displaying
co-ordinate data when hovering over the frame. Suggestions for
improved customisation included the use of shortcut keys and
standard sub-menus instead of new pop-up windows. Desirable
additional functions identified by the users were: the ability to flag
or annotate points in the data, the ability to capture images of the
data and the ability to compare two data cubes. Note that these
suggestions are not simply interface issues, but would extend the
functionality of existing tools. We attempted to address as many of
these requirements as possible in our first design.

3.2 Iteration 1
The first design cycle produced two paper prototypes depicting
alternate interface options for the astronomy visualisation software
(Figure 1a and b). Both designs provide an overview of the data
in the main view, with further detail on demand. The first design
focuses on navigation through the data cube, maximizing the screen
space for the 3D data cube view in a single window, while the second
design focuses on customisation of the features presented in the
interface, for more efficient user workflow.

The designs have many features in common. Both use icons to
represent functions to facilitate user recall. There are eight main
functions which are consistent across both prototypes. The first
function, represented by a camera, is to capture an image of the data
and save it in a format suitable for publication. A flag icon represents
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(a) Design 1a

(b) Design 1b

Figure 1: Home view of the two paper prototype designs pro-
duced and evaluated in iteration 1.

the ability to flag (annotate) points in data with comments. Once
clicked, the cursor will change to a pointer to allowing the user to
select a point on the frame to flag and to save a note or comment
on that data. Users can swap axes (e.g. from XY to XZ) easily using
the cross-shaped axes icon. A settings menu is represented by a
gear icon to easily change and save preferences for future sessions.
Most importantly, a user profile allows a user to save preferences
in settings, as well as for saved captures and flags to be stored.
The ability to play through consecutive 2D slides of the 3D cube
in the main screen is represented by the familiar triangular "play"
icon which changes to a pause icon when clicked and vice versa.
The calculator icon represents a section where further calculations,
such as statistical measures and histograms, can be found. Finally,
a cube with a ‘+’ on it represents the ability to split the screen in
two and view a second data cube for comparison. An additional
feature provides an interactive three dimensional cube of the data
along with the images viewed by frame to enhance contextual
understanding of the data.

While the layout is different, all functions, icons and buttons
perform the same actions across both designs, which only differ
significantly in the layout of the interface, as described below.

3.2.1 Design 1a. The first design (Figure 1a) has a large screen
for display of the 3D data cube, to allow for as much space as possi-
ble for users to interrogate the data. An expanding side menu on
the right contains all the icons representing additional functionality.
This side menu allows for less clutter on screen and more space in
the visual section of the layout. The play button (middle), allows
slices of a radio cube in the main visualisation of the slices to be
stepped through or played as a film. There is also an option to
alternate the main focus of the window to an interactive view of

the 3D data cube and vice versa. To the immediate left of the side
menu is a triangular scale depicting the values corresponding to the
colour scale/map used in the main visualisation of the data cube.
There is also a space dedicated to showing important updated data
(co-ordinate and statistical) which is easy to view without referring
to the menus.

3.2.2 Design 1b. The second design (Figure 1(b)) is a customis-
able widget-based view that aims to allow expert (high volume)
users to set up their most commonly used features as fixtures on the
main screen with as little effort as possible. Each box and object rep-
resents different functions and tools which can be dragged on- and
off-screen to allow expert users to customise their own experience.
Even though this is a customisable interface, the layout drawn is
the standard recommended view which would be available the first
time the program is used. Thereafter, users could change certain
widgets/features to incorporate their most used functions and make
them all easily accessible (e.g. some further calculations). The big
plus icon in the top right of the screen will be used to add features
to the screen. If a widget is dragged towards the plus button, it
will turn into an ’x’ and releasing the widget over this x removes it
from the screen. Next to this plus button is the profile and settings,
which will be permanently available in the header ribbon.

3.2.3 Evaluation. For Design 1a, the expert users appreciated
the overview of the data cube, with details on demand [30]. The
range of functions for navigation, including new functions such as
flagging the data with comments, were welcomed, as was customi-
sation with a user profile for saved settings, such as visible axes and
data colour scales. Users remarked that viewing and interacting
with data cubes will be much faster without all the set up usually
required.

Some of the new features needed adjustment. Users said that
screenshots of the data would not be of high enough resolution for
publication. They suggested instead the option for saving a vector
graphics or PNG image file. Furthermore, exported images could
have tagged meta data (session information such as file name, time,
and customfields). Further adjustments included that the add button
should implement a split screen for two cubes (for comparison) and
tabs for three or more cubes; a file browser in the main screen to
show files currently visualised and to find more; flags saved in a
separate file to avoid altering the original data and to allow for
future overlay of flags onto another data file (e.g. an optical file);
and that editing the axes via the shortcut menu buttons should give
the user the option to save these changes to the profile.

For Design 1b, the expert users said that the customisable widget-
based view was potentially very useful and efficient. However, they
thought that there might be a problem with adoption of such an
unconventional interface; Design 1a is simpler and more likely to
be adopted by more traditional users. The expert users suggested
combing the two interfaces, with Design 1a as a home view and
Design 1b as the expert view.

3.3 Iteration 2
The second design phase incorporated feedback from expert users
to create an interactive simplified prototype of the GUI 1. The
1The second design is available at https://indigodesigned.com/share/3mn759zpj0y6

https://indigodesigned.com/share/3mn759zpj0y6
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prototype used dummy data for the text, statistics and images that
the user would encounter in a functional implementation. Features
carried through from the first prototype have the same functionality
in this iteration, unless otherwise specified.

3.3.1 Design. The second prototype, shown in Figure 2, com-
bined both designs from the first iteration, according to suggestions
form the expert users. The Home view layout (Figure 2a) is derived
from Design 1a. The main area of the screen is devoted to the cur-
rent slice view of the data cube, a 3D overview of the entire cube
to enable navigation (with a play button and slider), a file browser
and a statistics panel. All panels are resizeable and customisable, as
in Design 1b. A familiar triangular expanding "hamburger" menu
houses the icon buttons, shown expanded in Figure 2b. The menu
items have been reduced to six items from eight: the triangular
"play" icon is now in the main screen and the options for axes is
now in the settings submenu. The user profile option expands the
triangular menu fully, to cover most of the screen (Figure 2c). It lists
recently used files, image captures and flags added. Settings allows
the user to change and save preferences (Figure 2d), including the
presence of axes.

The capturing image function in this prototype includes export
formats and metadata for files. The flagging function changes the
cursor when selected. The ’Further Calculations’ function (calcula-
tor icon ) is a placeholder for complex statistical data a user might
need. The add button now allows the user to: add data to the home
screen (either as an additional viewing panel or as an overlay of
data onto the primary radio data cube); add other features (such as
statistics or a file browser) to the home screen as additional panels;
and remove existing panels using checkboxes. This is intended to
aid the customisation of the screen view.

3.3.2 Evaluation. Evaluation showed a high level of user satis-
faction with the second prototype: overall the functionality was
described as useful and an improvement in the usability of astron-
omy software.

In terms of navigation, users particularly liked the 3D cube, as
the 3D view provides recognition over recall: it gives overview and
context for the standard slice view, especially whenmoving through
frames with the play button and slider. In terms of flexibility and
efficiency, users appreciated features readily available on the main
view (without requiring menus to access) and were all enthusiastic
about the stored user profile for customisable settings. Users found
informative system status elements such as the statistics panel on
the home screen and a list of recent captures and flags useful.

Users were particularly enthusiastic about the ease of access
to the additional features provided by the interface: the annota-
tion/flagging option and the stored user profile. In addition, ex-
porting images is much smoother than in existing packages. One
user commented that the annotation feature and the user profile
for customisable settings make this prototype a great improvement
on current software.

Users suggested some improvements to navigation and efficiency,
such as making the flag option more immediately visible. Other
suggestions addressed consistency and intuition: users suggested
listing saved annotations and screen captures under their respec-
tive icons (flag and camera) rather than only in the profile. A user

(a) Home View

(b) Expanded Menu

(c) Profile Expanded View

(d) Settings Expanded Menu

Figure 2: Prototype Design 2: overview.
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further suggested that a separate menu house visualisation pref-
erences such as colour maps, rather than their current home in
settings, where they expected only global application preferences
(such as font) to be listed. Further suggestions for improved flexi-
bility and efficiency were to provide access to more tools from the
home screen (such as editing contrast, swapping axes, colour maps,
scaling schemes etc) and to include shortcuts for high volume users
(such as ctrl+click to skip ten frames instead of skipping through
one at a time).

Finally, some user suggestions addressed the aesthetic and mini-
malist design: a user felt that the triangular toolbar takes up too
much space in this prototype and suggested that these tools were
rather permanently exposed, with perhaps an option to hide them.
This addresses the usability concept of recognition rather than re-
call. Some feedback was conflicting, however, as one participant
liked the icons - calling them intuitive - while another participant
found some of the icons unintuitive and suggested leaving the la-
bels on the icons all the time rather than only being visible when
hovering over an icon.

3.4 Iteration 3
The final Horizontal-Prototype [27]2 addresses all expert user feed-
back in the previous iterations. Our design goals referenced estab-
lished usability heuristics [24, 30] in aiming to achieve an aesthetic
and minimalist design that maintains consistency with conven-
tional practices, while reducing the cognitive load on the user with
icons for recognition and incorporating functions intuitively.

3.4.1 Design. Design 3 has the same functionality as previous
iterations, maximising space for the data visualisation. Figure 3a
depicts the initial view of the system. The main central panel by
default contains the slice visualisation (showing the current frame
of the data cube) and occupies the majority of the screen space. A
small sub-panel on the right contains the 3D view of the current
data cube, which may be rotated. To the right of the main panel is
a control panel with five buttons. Users may interchange these two
data visualisation panels using the ’swap’ button in this control
panel (Figure 3b). The ’rotate’ button allows the user to rotate the
3D image. The other three buttons in this section – XY, XZ, YX
– allow the user to swap the axes easily in the slice viewer. The
toolbar along the bottom of the screen allows the user to skip to
certain frames in the cube, to play through successive frames and
to scroll to a particular frame using a slider.

Functions are more directly displayed in this prototype, to allow
for recognition, rather than recall. The bottom right of the screen
holds an informational field with tabs to toggle between histograms
and statistics of the data cube. A file browser is listed to the left
of the main panel. Settings such as colour map and scaling, are
listed below this, for easy access. Items listed here can be expanded
by clicking on the arrow icons (consistent with current interface
conventions) to allow for rapid changing of colour maps and scaling
schemes. Finally, the triangular side menu in Design 2 is replaced
by a more compact horizontal ribbon menu of functions at the top
of the screen. This is used to access submenus, such as the profile
submenu shown in Figure 3c. Annotations and image captures

2 The prototype is available at https://indigodesigned.com/share/vn61mym8xkc4

(a) Home View

(b) Switching Visualisation Panels

(c) Profile View

(d) Compare View

Figure 3: Final Prototype - Design 3.

https://indigodesigned.com/share/vn61mym8xkc4
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are found under their respective menus. For flagging, the cursor
becomes a pointer when selecting a point in the frame to flag. Once
selected, a dialog prompts users to annotate and save the flag. The
capture feature works similarly and can directly export and save
captured images.

A new feature, compare allows users to select and compare two
data sets Figure 3d. In this view, data sets can viewed by frame or
played as a film simultaneously. The rest of the screen is removed
for this feature in order to maximise the ability to explore and
compare the data.

3.4.2 Evaluation. Feedback on the final design was largely posi-
tive: the SUS survey results for each expert user were 87.5%, 92.5%
and 97.5%, indicating that all three users found the interface to have
excellent usability [1].

Most tasks were completed with ease and icons were found to
be intuitive. In terms of navigation, users particularly liked having
both the 3D cube and 2D frame view in one interface. Users enjoyed
the clean and modern aesthetic, which they felt was consistent with
modern software. They also remarked that the clean interface made
it easy to find relevant functions and they liked the listing of all the
data functions on the screen. The additional features – annotations,
image captures and data comparisons – were rated highly.

There was some confusion about the rotate function needing a
click and hold interaction. One user found this unintuitive, another
user liked it and the third user felt it was a matter of preference.
Most users navigated the control panel (consisting of the XY, XZ, YZ,
swap and rotate buttons) quickly. They found it clear and intuitive
due to the icons and labelling. They also remarked that the directly
accessible buttons would speed up data analysis. However, one user
was confused by which visualisation each button refers to (either
the 2D viewing by frame, 3D cube or both). This user suggested
that the swapping axes buttons (XY, XZ, YZ) should be placed on
the frame view and that the rotate button should be on the 3D cube
with a rotation element to pop up.

Users had other suggestions including to: add clarity to the sci-
entific analysis; add a description of the format type when saving
images; use a dialog box with drop downs rather than submenus to
capture images and to add keyboard shortcuts as astronomers tend
to use these often. One user also noted that although the data was
displayed in a useful way, there was not much indication as to how
this prototype would handle very large data sets.

4 DISCUSSION
Overall, we found that our iterative User Centred Design approach
involving participation with expert users was very effective for
designing a new interface for an astronomy visualisation tool. Sep-
arating the interface design from the software implementation
allowed for an emphatic focus on user needs, adherence to accepted
usability heuristics, as well as greater freedom in the design process.
Further, the involvement of domain experts in the design process
was very effective in determining user requirements in a complex
domain, as has been found in other studies of software develop-
ment for science [21]. Iterative phases were useful for refining and
clarifying usability requirements, allowing us at the design stage
to avoid costly misunderstandings that would impact on the usabil-
ity of a final implementation. However, it is important to note for

future projects that this methodology is limited by the scarcity of
suitable local domain experts. In future work, methods of accessing
evaluation by the international astronomy community would be
beneficial.

In terms of the methodology, paper prototyping proved to be
difficult, as typical visualisation software has complex interactions.
However, paper sketches did allow for more innovative designs
and the end users enjoyed the ability to manipulate the prototype
and to point to different aspects when giving feedback. In addition,
users could draw on the paper prototypes in the review sessions,
allowing for co-designed elements. For higher fidelity, prototyping
software was very effectives, especially metrics provided by the on-
line user test, such comments from the users. Interactive, computer
based prototypes proved to be successful in examining usability
and effectiveness. The SUS survey was very useful in providing a
clear quantitative measure of each user’s impression of the usability
of the final prototype.

Our final design, which was rated highly for usability, differs
noticeably from the interfaces of existing astronomy visualisation
tools in terms of aesthetic and presentation of the functionality.
There are a number of general aspects in the final design that can
be utilised by other visualisation tools. Firstly, users appreciated
having an overview of all data in the home screen (while maintain-
ing a clean layout) and then further detail on demand. This finding
is in accordance with Shneiderman’s visualisation mantra; overview
first, zoom, filter, details on demand [30].

Secondly, we found that icons in the interface reduced the need
for recall, as users either found icons either immediately intuitive or
easily learnable. Users were able to point and click rather than type
and remember - which Nielson found solved up to 22% of usability
problems [24]. This is important to recognise, as icons are rarely
used in astronomy visualisation tools

Finally, we found that the expert users had needs that were
currently unmet by existing software and have specified an effec-
tive design of desirable innovative functions for future software,
allowing users to flag, capture and compare data.

We expect that our process of progressive, consultative refine-
ment will result in more usable interface in a final software imple-
mentation. However, we have not assessed the feasibility of the final
design. While many of the features are aesthetic or functional, some
might be difficult to accomplish in practice, such as loading multi-
ple data sets in different views (frame-by-frame and 3D). Despite
this, it would be worth trying to adhere to our final specification as
much as possible, as users found Design 3 to be an improvement
on current software in terms of both usability and useful features.
In the words of one participant: "Overall I think this interface is far
superior to some of the existing visualisation software commonly used in radio
astronomy in terms of usability (i.e. easy to pick up and use without training)
and in terms of usefulness."

5 CONCLUSIONS
We employed an iterative User Centred Design approach involv-
ing participation with expert users to design an interface to an
astronomy visualisation tool with improved usability over current
software. The SUS survey indicates that users found the usability
of the final design to be "excellent". Future work can build a fully
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functional implementation based on this design or, alternatively,
extract the design elements used and adapt them to other scientific
software projects. Our general recommendations for interfaces to
astronomy visualisation tools are to reduce cognitive load with
icons and provide an overview of the data first, with details on de-
mand. We also provide specifications for functionality not currently
supported in visualisation software for astronomy: allowing users
to flag, capture and compare data. We recommend our collaborative
approach of separate interface design for future software develop-
ment efforts in astronomy. Given the clear benefits and low cost of
our design process, we hope that future scientific software projects
will incorporate UCD into the software development process for
improved usability.
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